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Today’s Spacecraft Architecture Seek Affordability without Sacrificing Security
• In order to achieve a vision of Disaggregate and Resilient architecture, reliance on
cyber-secure networked and autonomous systems is a necessity.
• Leveraging commercial hosts with shared bus and/or communication systems (space
and ground) requires modern IP-compatible cryptographic solutions.
• Consistent with migration to net-centric communications – results in enhanced and much more
efficient user access and data dissemination
• Furthermore, less dependence on proprietary and/or space-unique ‘standards’ will
help reduce overall spacecraft development, integration and operations cost.
• Additional security layers can be based upon proven threat detection and mitigation
methods in modern networks.
IPsec Standard for Interoperability & Encryption
•More and more spacecraft systems now using
modern network-compliant communication
methods, but external communications still relying
on traditional point-to-point serial links.
•Innoflight is developing a rad-hard, high assurance
IPSec End Cryptographic Unit (ECU) to achieve s/c
to user(s) secure communications.
•On-orbit configurable and over the network key
management with multiple security associations
supporting a large number of users.
•Spacecraft mission operations center controls
access and privileges to entire user network via
IP/IPsec protocols and Mgmt Interface software.
Software-Defined Radio (SDR) – Agile Platforms
•Innoflight flight and ground communication systems
are based on s/w-defined radio using advanced FPGAs,
Linux OS, GNU radio and IP/HDLC link layer.
•Internet Protocol Satellite Access System (IPSAS™)
provides the connectivity between space-to-ground RF
links and standard IP networking communications.
•SDR processors are based on Trusted Boot technology
and run syndrome generators and cyber agents to


















Note:  Green Boxes Represent Standard
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